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Introduction
Aalto is a privately owned business, and are manufacturers and marketers of quality paints, 
specialty coatings and chemicals. Aalto have been trading since 1985 and are based in Auckland.

Aalto have a strong community focus — our people are local and long-serving. As a company our 
core values include taking pride, finding the best way, and working together.

Quality and sustainability are integral values in our business, and we believe critical to the 
success of our products in the market. We achieve this by maintaining an ISO 9001 standard 
throughout our manufacturing business. Lean manufacturing principles are maintained through-
out our business to ensure e�ciency, flexibility in meeting our customers needs, and waste 
reduction.

Key initiatives include:

 — Product innovation
  Focus on environmentally friendly waterbased paints

 — Product stewardship
  Working with key customers and suppliers to improve product life cycle impacts on  
  the environment; this includes paint and packaging recycling, and consumer   
  education on the e�ects of paint on the environment
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Experts in Colour
Aalto specialise in the creation and production of beautiful, multi-pigmented colours, using only 
the highest grade paint and colourants. Our unique colour system has been designed to fulfil the 
needs of interior designers, architects, and individuals with a discerning eye for colour.

Aalto colours are multi-pigmented, using up to 10 colourants to create a single colour. This 
results in a final colour that allows the full interplay of light and pigment, creating richness and 
depth, and colour that changes with the light of the day.

“What I love about Aalto paint is the chalky depth of colour that can only be produced 
using a multitude of pigments. I love how it responds to the changing light, absorbing the 
surrounding elements creating a mood that simply cannot be achieved with other paint."
Nadia Sakey — One Nine Design

The History of Aalto

The iconic New Zealand brand was founded in 1993 by Prue Cook, wife of well-known architect 
Marshall Cook. Known then as Aaltio Country Colours, the team worked closely with heritage 
curators developing colour palettes, as well as sampling colours from the popular UK paint 
company Farrow & Ball.

The ranges were built on the premise that ‘Aalto makes colour for the beauty of colour’ — 
colours are built pigment by pigment, in the same way as a traditional artist.

Aalto Paint Today

Today, the Aalto ethos hasn’t changed when it comes to colour — we create beautiful and 
complex multi-pigmented colours. 

Our Aalto Ultra Premium range is waterbased, low-VOC and Earth friendly, and comes with a 15 
year guarantee.
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Environmental Statement
Aalto produces an extensive range of Earth friendly paints. Our focus is to produce high quality, 
waterbased paints that o�er the best possible performance with the lowest possible levels of 
odours and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

It is our commitment to the environment that Aalto paints:

 — Are not manufactured with toxic heavy metals such as lead, cadmium, mercury or  
  arsenic

 — Do not contain formaldehyde

 — Are classified non-hazardous, or have the lowest hazard category for surface   
  coatings under the NZ HSNO Act

 — Meet stringent requirements on VOC levels, and contain low VOC levels compared  
  to other paints on the market

 — Have minimal levels of naturally occuring crystalline silica

 — Are sold in packaging that is able to be fully recycled

 — All waterbased Aalto paint contain no added APEs (Alkyd Phenyl Ethoxolates)

Volatile Organic Compounds

Due to increasing concerns over VOCs, Aalto are continuously working to decrease the VOC 
content of our paint. This is achieved through a strong focus on waterbased technology to 
replace traditional solvent based paints. Currently, less than 5% o� Aalto paint sold is solvent 
based. 

The Aalto colour system also utilises zero VOC tinters, enabling the full range of Aalto colours 
and more to be created without additional VOCs. 


